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READING

(((position guide only – no original)))

1 Read the article and choose the correct answer, 
True or False.

1 Young people find it difficult to avoid advertising.
 True  False
2 Advertising is forbidden in most schools. 
 True  False
3 Marketers take advantage of teenage problems  

or difficulties. 
 True  False
4 Product placement is a traditional form of 

advertising. 
 True  False
5 Computer games often include product 

placement.
 True  False
6 Some advertising techniques could have a bad 

effect on society.
 True  False

2 Read the article again. Choose which sentence 
(a–g) fits each space (1–6) in the text. You do not 
need one of the sentences. 

a They’ll have made sure he uses a particular make 
or brand of these things all the time.

b The psychology behind this is very clever because 
you’re so busy watching or playing you don’t 
realize what’s happening.

c Advertising appears in many forms and in  
many places.

d They’re to be found everywhere on YouTube. 
e Not only does it increase peer pressure among 

friends, it isolates any individual who either can’t 
afford the product, or doesn’t want it.

f  Companies know that many young people have 
more spending power than ever before so they 
try to commercialise every possible aspect of  
their lives. 

g   These are just the kind of hang-ups that 
advertisers want to exploit.  

Are you a teenager? If you are, you’ll 
know how frequently advertisers target 
this age group and how difficult it is 
to escape their reach. 1) f  But what 
kind of impact is this having on such 
individuals – and on society as  
a whole? It’s time to take stock. 

2)   Brands and their logos  
are everywhere these days – particularly 
on the Internet where pop-up  
advertisements abound, in videos, and  
on cell phones. You can’t escape it in 
school either – branding often appears  
on drinks or snack machines or on 
equipment. In fact, companies often fund 
schools in the knowledge that it will bring 
them good publicity and enable them to 
promote their products. 

Advertisers know just how to target 
teenagers. They know young people often 
feel insecure and they work on this.  
You may worry about your physical 
appearance, for example, or whether you 
fit in with the rest of the gang. 3)    
‘Worried about your appearance?’ they ask. 
‘Don’t panic, here is the perfect cream or 
lotion to make you look great.’ Or, ‘Worried 
about looking cool? No problem, just buy 
this phone and your friends will be SO 
impressed.’ Owning the right stuff, they 
want to persuade you, is the most  
important thing in the world. 

Product placement is one of the most 
successful advertising techniques around at 
the moment. Not content with traditional 
forms of advertising such as commercial 
breaks, marketers now promote products 

and brands by integrating them into 
movies, soap operas, reality shows, or even 
computer games. 4)   If the product is 
shown often enough, you’ll remember it 
though!

One of the aims of product placement is 
to make you link your personality – real 
or ideal – to a particular product or brand. 
Take the Bond films, for example, aimed 
mainly at boys and young men. Do you 
admire the character of James Bond?  
Would you like to be as smart or cool as 
he is? If so, advertisers hope you’ll look 
carefully at the car he drives, the clothes 
he wears, and the gadgets he uses. 5)   
Next time you shop for a gadget, or clothes 
– or if you’re old enough, a car – that 
identification with Bond may tempt you to 
buy the brands he used in the movie. 

Marketers also want you to feel that 
ownership of a brand puts you in a select 
group. But this type of consumerism can be 
very divisive. 6)   Dividing people up in 
this way is bad for the individual and could 
be disastrous for society.

YOU are the target!

(((position guide only – no original)))
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Vocabulary
Fashion and shopping

1 Choose the correct word.

1 You shouldn’t always give in to peer pressure/
persuasion.

2 I’ve just bought the last/latest trainers with my 
birthday money!

3 I was disappointed with the DVD I bought 
because it didn’t give/live up to its promise!

4 If you take your phone back to the shop and 
explain what’s wrong with it they’ll give you a 
receipt/refund.

5 The shop assistant had a long line of customers/
consumers waiting to pay for their items.

6 If Dan boasts about his trainers to you, just 
neglect/ignore him!

7 Who needs designer tickets/labels? I think the 
people who buy them are just stupid.

8 Kids often pester/exploit their parents to buy 
trendy gadgets.

2 Complete the sentences with these words.

bargain  buzz  devious  impressionable  
pester  status  tempt  trendsetter

1 Advertisers try to influence impressionable  
young people.

2 I love shopping – I get a real   out 
of it!

3 My little sister always tries to   my 
mum into buying her something when we’re out.

4 Sam is a real   – everyone copies 
what he wears and does.

5 Some kids want to have the latest gadget as a 
  symbol.

6 Sometimes advertising can be unfair or even 
completely   .

7 The salesperson tried to   us to buy 
something, but we wanted to save our money.

8 Wait until the sales are on in the shops and things 
are reduced in price – that’s when you can find a 
real   .

3 Make adjectives from these words.

1 comfort ➝ comfortable
2 patience ➝   
3 attract ➝	   
4 mercy ➝	   
5 fashion ➝	   
6 help ➝	   
7 fortune ➝	   

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the word in capitals.

1 I didn’t buy the jeans because they  
were tight and uncomfortable  . COMFORT

2 Ken sighed   ; Janet was  
late again! PATIENT

3 I don’t like the latest fashion trends;  
in fact some of the styles are  
really   . ATTRACT

4 Red was the ‘in’ colour last year, but  
now it’s really   . FASHION

5 Sally wanted to buy trainers like mine,  
but   , they were all  
sold out. FORTUNATE

6 I complained about the shop assistant  
because she was so   . HELP

7 You sometimes get a bit of pain and 
  when you wear shoes  

for the first time. COMFORT
8 Mrs France didn’t notice her child’s 

  until she had paid for  
her shopping. APPEAR

Grammar
Wishes and regrets

1 Choose the correct answer.

1 I wish you came/could come to the party! 
2 Sophie wishes she wouldn’t have bought/hadn’t 

bought that ring.
3 I wish you were/would be coming on holiday 

with us.
4 If only I had/would have more pocket money!
5 Glen regrets to get/getting that tattoo now.
6 I wish the sun came out/would come out, but it’s 

still cloudy.
7 We wish we didn’t eat/hadn’t eaten so much 

last night.
8 I wish they stopped/would stop putting so many 

ads on TV.

2 Complete the sentences with these verbs and any 
other necessary words.

drive  give  have to  let  spend   
stop  tell  warn

1 She regrets telling  Paul her secret.
2 I haven’t got any pocket money left. I wish I 

  it all!
3 James wishes he   his dad’s car, but 

he’s not allowed to.
4 Ella regrets   her phone number 

to Alan.
5 If only I   to attend school every day! 

I’d much rather stay at home.
6 Do you regret   Simon use 

your phone?
7 If only the teacher   us that we were 

having a test!
8 I can’t get to sleep because my brother’s in the 

next bed. If only he   snoring!

3 Complete the sentences using the words in 
brackets in the correct form.

1 I wish you would listen  (listen) to me! You haven’t 
heard a word I’ve said!

2 I wish I   (not/have to) leave now!
3 Gemma regrets   (promise) to meet 

Peter tonight.
4 I really miss you. I wish you   (sit) near 

me now!
5 Don’t you wish you   (be) a bit older? 
6 I wish I   (drive), but I’m too young.

4 Rewrite the sentences, using the word in capitals.

1 Mum is sad because she can’t take a day off work.
 SHE
 Mum wishes she could take  a day off work.
2 I’m sorry I bought this album now.
 WISH
 I   that album now.
3 Beth wishes she hadn’t swapped her jacket.
 SWAPPING
 Beth   her jacket. 
4 What a pity you didn’t text me!
 ONLY
 If   me!
5 I’m sad you’re not here.
 YOU
 I   here!
6 George is sorry he shouted at you.
 REGRETS
 George   at you.
7 I’m sad I’m not going shopping with you.
 GO
 I wish I   with you.
8 Amy is sad she’s not sitting on a beach now.
 WISHES
 Amy   on a beach now.

z z z
z
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USE OF ENGLISH
Grammar: it’s time, 
would rather

1 Choose the correct answer.

1 It’s time Alfie cleaned/would clean his shoes!
2 We’d rather not to watch/not watch that 

film tonight.
3 Hurry up! It’s time to go/we go!
4 I would/had rather you didn’t speak to me 

like that!
5 Isn’t it time you went/go home?
6 Wendy would rather we give/gave her money for 

her birthday.
7 It’s time you got/would get your hair cut!
8 I’d rather play/playing computer games than 

go shopping.

3 Find the mistake in each of these sentences and 
correct it.

1 1’d rather you don’t call me that!
 I’d rather you didn’t call me that!  
2 It’s time Oscar goes home now!
   
3 I had rather you did not go out tonight.
   
4 We’d rather to walk than to drive.
   
5 Do you think it’s time we take the cake out of 

the oven?
   
6 It’s time I stop texting and do some homework, 

I’m afraid.
   

4 Complete the blog with one word in each space.

The Persuaders11

 View previous comments Cancel     Share    Post

Advertisers are targeting teenagers more and 
more. So I think 1) it  is high time we 
protested about the tricks they use to make us 
buy things. They want us 2)   believe 
that buying a product will make us look trendier 
or more attractive. They 3)   rather 
we worried about how we look to our friends than 
considered whether we need a product or not. 
They’d also 4)   play on our fears of  
being left out than make us feel good. It’s time 
5)   fight back! Next time you see an 
advert online or on TV, ask 6)   some 
questions. Isn’t it 7)   advertisers 
stopped interrupting our activities to exploit us 
in this way? Is it fair to use things like product 
placement and peer pressure so often  
8)   we don’t even realise how much 
we’re being influenced. What do you think?

Write a comment Support

2 Complete the sentences with one word only.

1 I’d rather you were  my friend than 
my enemy!

2 I’d   Carla didn’t borrow my things all 
the time.

3 I think it’s   we went to bed.
4 It’s time to   the TV off now.
5 I   rather have love than money!
6 Hurry up! It’s time   leave.
7 I know you’d like to kiss me, but I’d rather 

  didn’t!
8 We’d   leave the barbecue until next 

week, if that’s OK?

USE OF ENGLISH
Vocabulary: 
intensifying adverbs

1 Find ten words on the topic of fashion and 
shopping. The words go across, down or 
diagonally. The first letter of each word 
is highlighted.

m n u t t g e n w l a t e s t

g v x r n r u j a a l c k p w

o s d e b m q e e g c e i j u

f k a n u z t j m x s e m m f

s k p d z r u o y i c m r h r

i o l s z z m h l e r t e a o

g x a e u i p a r e l b c b e

i d b t q f n k n c c c t a t

n d e t m o l g h o a e t r g

g n l e s r i l b n f t y g m

j d q r z s t w o s d t b a q

f o e l e i a w r u z u s i h

t p v d f g d u q m o t k n k

g l i t e r a c y e k l k u u

w r e f u n d w v r c b v s d

2 Choose the correct answer.

1 The fashion show was absolutely/very good.
2 I’ve been working highly/incredibly hard 

this morning.
3 That suit looks very/absolutely fantastic on you!
4 I was bitterly/strongly disappointed at the news.
5 My sister finds walking in such high heels 

absolutely/very impossible.
6 Their latest advertising campaign was highly/

strongly successful.
7 We found making our own clothes very/absolutely 

difficult, but the end results were great!
8 I’m utterly/bitterly convinced I ordered the right 

size online.

3 Choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D.

1 My dad’s   to his boss about improving the 
way they advertise the company.

 A asking B discussing
 C talking D interviewing
2 Beth   people’s awareness of the 

environmental disaster by posting a clip 
on YouTube.

 A lifted B raised
 C helped D got
3 I had no   that advertisers filmed inside 

teenager’s houses.
 A mind B knowledge
 C though D idea
4 I’ve had a lot of work to do recently, but I’m   

near the end now.
 A going B getting
 C reaching D approaching
5 Our parents were   concerned about the 

amount of violence in the TV programme.
 A deeply B utterly
 C bitterly D absolutely
6 I haven’t seen the advertisement you like, but I’ll 

certainly   for it now.
 A look out B put up
 C make up D go in
7 I   ban advertisements on television if I had 

the choice!
 A could B need
 C would D ought
8 When my friend told me I could be a model, I 

never gave it a second   .
 A mind B thought
 C idea D opinion

4 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 Something that’s the most recent or the newest is 
called the l a  t e  s  t.

2 If you are d   v     us, you use tricks or lies to 
get what you want.

3 Someone who is  
imp         ion         is easy 
to influence.

4 A tr     d is the latest fashion style.
5 If you t       t someone, you make them 

want to do something.
6 If you p         r someone, you ask them to 

do something many times.
7 Something you own that suggests you are rich or 

powerful is a s         s symbol.
8 Someone who buys or uses goods or services is a 

c     s   m   r.
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LISTENING

1 Complete the collocations in the sentences using 
these verbs.

broaden follow get go make  
put sort spend

1 It's important to  sort  out what’s important and 
what isn’t. 

2 I often   mistakes, but that's how I learn.
3 I would never   against my parents' wishes 

and do something they really didn't like.
4 My teacher says I shouldn't worry when I   

things wrong.
5 If you're unselfish you always   other people 

first.
6 A good teacher will   time helping their 

students.
7 Education is supposed to   students' minds.
8 A good role model provides an example for 

others to   .      

2  11.1 Listen to five teenagers talking about 
role models. Match these role models with the 
speakers (1–5). You do not need two of the words.

explorer friend parent politician singer    
sportsperson teacher

Speaker 1 parent         
Speaker 2          

Speaker 3          

Speaker 4         

Speaker 5         

SPEAKING

1 Match the sentences (1–6) with the follow-up 
sentences (a–e). 

1 I often buy similar 
stuff to my mates. 

2 I think adverts are a 
waste of time. 

3 I always try to pay as 
little as possible. 

4 I'd love to look like a 
film star.

5 I try not to ask my 
parents. 

a They never know 
what young people 
like.

b They seem to have 
such a great life.

c We usually like the 
same things.

d I'll always look for 
a sale.

e I only remember 
the funny ones!

2 Read the question and match the sentences (1–5) 
in Exercise 1 with the five things (a –e). 

WRITING

1 Read the pairs of phrases, (1–8), that are often 
used in opinion essays. Choose the more formal 
phrase, A or B.

1 A I’m not sure that’s completely true.
 B I don’t think that’s right. 
2 A I guess most people think …
 B I imagine the majority of people consider …
3 A So, to conclude, I would say …
 B So in the end, I think …
4 A  Whether this is a good or bad thing is another 

question. 
 B Is this good or bad? I haven’t got a clue! 
5  A I think that …
 B I personally feel that …
6  A As you know, …
 B It is a fact that …
7 A It is thought that …
 B People think that …
8 A … but this is not completely accurate.
 B … but this is rubbish.

2 Read the homework essay question and the 
sentences from a student's essay that answers it. 
Add a comma to each sentence.

 

 
1 Everywhere we look, advertisers direct their 

efforts to children.
2 Personally I feel that children under the age of 

sixteen should not be constantly subjected to 
advertising.

3 As they are very impressionable young children 
cannot possibly know what is good and what is 
bad for them.

4 If small children see things they want on television 
they will pester their parents for them.

5 This is not good for the children or indeed their 
parents.

6 In fact pressure from advertising can cause 
unnecessary arguments in the home.

7 While many people agree with this view others 
regard advertising as fairly harmless.

3 Write your answer to the essay question in 
140–190 words, using an appropriate style.

3  11.2 Listen again. Choose one thing that  
each speaker (1-5) has learnt from the list (a –h). 
You do not need three of the sentences.

a Close friends are vital for a good life.
b I should never give up. 
c Being patient is a useful quality in life.
d It's good not to be selfish.
e Success makes me happy.
f I should keep an open mind.
g It's important to have a good balance in life.
h How much money I earn is important.

Speaker 1 g         
Speaker 2         

Speaker 3         

Speaker 4        

Speaker 5     

3 Choose the correct words to complete the 
answers to the questions.

1 A  Are you influenced by celebrities?
 B   I enjoy reading about celebrities but/and I 

know I can never be like them and so/because 
I don't try to copy them.

2  A  Do you like shopping alone or with friends?
 B   I'd rather/prefer go shopping with friends, 

because I can ask them their opinion about 
things I’m thinking of buying.

3  A  Would you like to be rich and famous?
 B   I wish/hope I could be rich because then I 

could buy anything I wanted. But it won't 
happen. I think it's a shame/regret when 
people who are rich don't use their money 
to help other people. If only I could do that, I 
would be/am happy!

4  A   Do you think people buy too many things they 
want but don't really need?

 B   Yes, I do – and it's all because of advertising. 
It's a pity/good thing that there are so many 
advertisements everywhere – especially on 
the internet! I hate those pop-up adverts – it's 
time they were/are banned!

ESSAY TITLE
Advertising to children under the 

age of sixteen should be banned. 

Do you agree?

Write about
1 pester power
2 peer pressure
3 your own idea

Homework

How much do you think these things influence 
young people when they are shopping?
a discounts in shops 3
b opinions of friends  
c parents  
d advertising  
e articles about celebrities  
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5 Find the mistakes in the sentences and 
correct them.

1 It’s time we go.
 It’s time we went.  
2 I wish you are here!
   
3 She regrets to taking the sweets without 

paying for them.
   
4 I’d rather not to see that film.
   
5 I wish you didn’t play that music – it’s awful!
   
6 It’s time we leave for the party!
   
7 Oh no, I’m late! If only the bus came.
   
8 I’d rather Paul he didn’t come with us.
   

6 Complete the sentences with one word.

1 I wish you were  here.
2 If only we   afford a holiday!
3 I think it’s   we went to bed.
4 I really   arguing with Stella; it 

was stupid of me.
5 Hurry up! It’s time   leave!
6 I’d rather   didn’t tell Mum 

where I was last night!
7 I wish I   brought my umbrella.
8 Do you regret   so much money 

for that watch?

7 Complete the article with one word in 
each space.

8 Use the clues to complete the crossword.
1

2 3

4

5

6

7

Across
2 If something lives up to its   , it is as good as 

people said it would be.
4 When you look at things in shops without intending to 

buy them
5 A strong feeling that you must do the same things as 

other people of your age if you want them to like you.
6 A feeling of excitement
7 To make someone do something by explaining why it is a 

good idea
Down
1 Clothes made by a famous fashion designer
3 To annoy someone by asking them to do something 

many times

1 Choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D.

1 We were   disappointed with the laptops we bought.
2 These trainers were a half-price   in the sales!
3 Advertisers think all teenagers want to wear  

designer    .
4 Keep your   in case you want to return the jacket to 

the shop.
5 I felt   to buy a new sports bag but my friend 

stopped me. 
6 That jacket looks   good on you!
7 My shoes are the   fashion – do you like them?
8 My dad’s boss drives a Mercedes; it’s a status   .

1 A bitterly B strongly C highly D absolutely
2 A cost B product C buzz D bargain
3 A posters B labels C tablets D marks
4 A refund B note C receipt D paper
5 A nagged B tempted C pestered D attracted
6 A absolutely B very C highly D strongly
7 A last B late C latest D newest
8 A style B trend C look D symbol

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word 
in capitals.

1 I’ll have to stand up – this chair is really uncomfortable  .
 COMFORT
2 Teenagers are often quite   young people.
 IMPRESS
3 Gemma’s boyfriend is very   ; how did she find 

someone so good-looking?
 ATTRACT
4 Mum’s in hospital and she’s in some   with her 

broken leg.
 COMFORT
5 I’d like a pizza, but I haven’t got any money,   . 
 FORTUNE
6 Ken is stylish, but his brother’s clothes are so   !
 FASHION
7 I’m coming! Don’t be so   !
 PATIENCE
8 I asked a man the way to the shop, but he was really 

  .
 HELP

3 Choose the correct word.

1 The critically/bitterly acclaimed film won 
an Oscar.

2 I’m utterly/incredibly convinced that 
there should be strict rules about 
advertising to children.

3 The time is passing incredibly/highly 
slowly this morning!

4 Advertisers have been deeply/highly 
successful at targeting teens.

5 My dad bitterly/highly objects to paying 
such high prices for petrol.

6 What you just told me is strongly/
absolutely absurd!

7 The advertising campaign was strongly/
highly successful.

8 These days the cost of living is utterly/
ridiculously high.

4 Complete the definitions. The first and 
last letters are given.

1 An adjective to describe someone who 
uses tricks or lies to get what they 
want is

 d e  v  i  o  u  s.
2 A verb that means to make someone 

want to do something is t       t.
3 Someone who buys or uses goods or 

services is a c             r.
4 The latest fashion style is called a  

t       d.
5 A verb that means to decorate 

something in your own way to show it 
belongs to you is  
p                   e.

6 The money you’re given back in a shop if 
what you’ve bought is not satisfactory is 
a r         d.

7 Someone who is a leader of fashion is a  
t                   r.

8 The piece of paper that shows you have 
paid for something is a  
r           t.

Revision Unit 11

Revision Unit 11

For our teen opinion page this week, we thought it 1) was  time 
we conducted a teen survey on advertising. Here’s a summary of your 
ideas. It seems most of you enjoy watching adverts if they’re funny and 
well-made but you wish advertisers would 2)   people choose 
when to watch them. ‘3)   only they’d stop interrupting our 
favourite TV shows!’ was a typical comment in the survey. 
It seems you don’t trust brands either, so in future advertisers may regret 4)   so much money putting 
recognisable designs on their products. It seems you’d 5)   not be left behind if your friends have 
certain products, but the picture is confusing here. ‘Sometimes I wish I 6)   stand out more and be 
different, but other times I just want 7)   fit in’ was a typical comment here. Most of you have no 
income except pocket money, and you wish advertisers 8)   remember that and realise you are looking 
for products that are good value and reflect your personality.

Teen opinion This Week: Advertising!


